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~your Still There In My Head~
 
Your presence lingers around my head
No way of letting go of this pain I shed
I've come to the point were I'm lost, I don't know where to go
I'm trying to be happy but what I feel inside is a complete different show
Just how I miss having you in my life
I'm just sick of this pain and strife
Why did it have to come to a traumatic end?
I lost someone that was not only someone who I loved but I lost a best friend
The emptiness I feel
Is going to take a long time to heal
I feel like that I'm invisible and I don't exist
For what I just would love its your hugs that is very greatly missed
I just want to say I still think of you and I still care
Your still in my  heart and always there.
 
Melissa Patty
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A Little Bit Of Love
 
A touch of love goes deeper and deeper
Is your love that shines as a keeper
Compressed love comes rushing by
Is everything you wish for and cry
Together a little bit of love shines from each side
Love is what makes your heart as one and collide
 
Love each and everyday
Is love will surely come your way
Many hearts reaching out to that special star
A little bit of love coming to where you are.
 
Melissa Patty
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A Lullaby For A Beautiful Angel
 
Empty words that cant be spoken
Tears that trickle down my face is scarred and broken
To a place where my heart is like shattered glass
As each day ticks by I watch these lonely years pass
Memory of a treasure of gold
Is the special moments I spent with you is what I'll always hold
My beaitiful angel sleeps in a place of perfect peace
Is that I love you more than you will ever will know and that will never cease
My angel is spreading her wings but will always remain deep in my heart
She is with me no matter what even if we are so far apart.
 
By Melissa Patty
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All I Ask For
 
Nothing seems to be going my way
All the pain is piling on more and more each day
I feel that my heart has been stapped with a knife
All I ask is to bring happiness into my life
 
Is this too much to ask?
 
Why is life not easy, sometimes I'm  on the edge of glory
I may show a smile but what's deep inside of me shows a complete different
story.
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Ambition
 
Ambition is where life takes you
Ambition gives you a chance to achieve
Ambition is reaching for your dreams
Never say never if you only believe
 
Always hold your thoughts and dreams as they are precious through each day
Ambition is taking a step towards something that hopefully will come your way
 
 
Melissa Patty
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Anger
 
Anger is what makes the mind overflow with unwanted pain
Feels like you want explode with all that's travelling around your brain
Letting your inner emotions be took over with rage
Anger is when you let it all out in a rampage
Sometimes you feel out of control
You just want to break free of what's inside your troubled soul
Anger is a way of your body releasing any bad poison that harms the mind
Letting go of your emotions is important for us to unwind
Take a deep breath and count in your head
This should be soothing for all the pain you shed
Don't let anger overshadow the light
Anger is something we need to be prepared to fight!
 
Melissa Patty
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As I Send A Letter To Heaven To My Beautiful Angel
 
Dear Mum in Heaven...
As I send this letter to you my heart fills with love
I know your always with me as you watch me from the heavens above
Mum, I miss you more that words can explain
I pray that one day we will be together in each others arms once again
I miss that smile and your loving heart
My world feels torn known we are far apart 
You were the most bravest woman I knew
Fought like a true figher so determinated to pull through
Mum, you are my inspiration to be strong
Your memory remains safe in my heart where it will always belong
As you closed your eyes to go to sleep
What a beautiful angel that was so peaceful and very deep
There was Heaven waiting for you to open the door
God held your hand and said 'You shall not be in pain nomore'
Mum, I know your there and guiding me through my dark days
Even when I'm lost and confused in my ways
I want to make you proud and do my best to achieve
Thats the one thing you always make me feel to not give up and believe
I was blessed with a mum like you who I truly want to grew up to be
You may be living in Heaven but your forever living by me
 
Rest in heaven,
Love you With all my heart from your Daughter Melissa &lt;3
 
By Melissa Patty
 
Melissa Patty
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Autumn Day
 
The summer went past
The days are going really fast
This is the time of year when the leaves fall
There's so many on the ground you can't count them all
 
Every time when the wind comes the leaves blow in my face
By the time they have all fallen they are all over the place
 
They are coloured as you can see
They are pretty as can be
Red, Orange, Green and Brown
They are all lying on the concrete ground
 
They have all fallen off the tree
The leaves are all sticking to me
This is Autumn as you can see
I'm playing in the leaves as happy as can be.
 
Melissa Patty
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Awakening Of Day
 
As the sun begins to shine
Embrace your happiness
Until the night draws to an end
Let the light beam on your face
Of the earths eternal grace
Let your day be filled with a surprise
When the dawn awakens to the beaming sunrise
 
By Melissa Patty
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Bag Of Decisons
 
Scatter thy love in tender care
Is the people that stand by you will always be there
For when you need a soothing voice
To help you make a hard and troublesome choice
In the days that seem so grey
Always know their beside you all the way
Beyond of what seems so far from your mind
Stepping in the direction of what you want may be hard to find
 
It takes perseverance and strength
To hold what you believe in whatever the length
People may judge, people may set their own impression
But what is the most important you rise above with strong expression
Of the people that stand beside you is the people you need
Wanting to create an inner sense of hope to succeed 
Many people will try to drag you down
Have the strength to go on and turn around
Life has many decisions you will have to make
Always remember, What is the right and the most valuable path to take?
 
By Melissa Patty
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Battle Through Emotions
 
Shattered glass thats fell to the floor
Of holding emotions in until you can't take no more
I wanna give up what I've always known
Is all the pain has become unbearably overgrown
 
Why does nothing make sense in my troublesome head?
As tears that trickle down my cheek is all the pain I shed
Feels like I'm isolated in a world where's there's no way out
I think to myself is this what my life's going to be about?
 
I've lost myself of who I once was before
Has left me confused thinking do I even know me anymore?
Why 'O' Why must feelings must be so complicated
Is how I carry on of all the problems that have been created
 
Inside holds a damaged wound that's slowly fading
I will win this battle that's invading
I may be weak but I will continue to remain strong
Is the place of a happier me is were I truly want to belong.
 
By Melissa Patty
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Birthday Wishes To A Special Angel
 
Another birthday spent without your beautiful face
 
Is the pain knowing your celebrating your day in another special place
 
As her feathered wings takes her to the skies above
 
Lord I ask to send my angel her daughter love
 
This day brings happiness that there's been many memories shared
 
Your memory is cherished in a way that is forever and always cared
 
In heaven so peaceful and still  you now roam
 
I hope your surrounded with angels to spend your day in your golden home
 
Such a beautiful woman with a life I will forever adore
 
I miss her dearly to the day I open the door
 
As I long for her loving arms to be wrapped around mine  
 
Out in that starry sky my mum is a star that will always shine
 
Although you're not here to share your day
 
I will light your candles and will send them your way
 
My angel wears that halo with pride
 
I've been blessed with a mum who I know is always by my side
 
Dear Mum, each candle I count, each year that passes by
 
I promise to take each year in my stride and know it's not forever goodbye
 
I will always love you, more than you will ever know
 
Bringing you heavenly wishes as your candles will forever glow
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Mum you never give up, you showed strength and continued to serve
 
May heaven be filled with everything you sincerely deserve
 
In the heaven I hope you receive my present as I send my heart
 
 My angel is living by my side,   and I know she is with me even if are worlds
have been separated apart.
 
 
 
By Melissa Patty
 
Melissa Patty
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Broken Tears
 
Drown in sorrow
That swept to the side
Of life experiences
In which I cannot hide
Teardrops that I shed
As it trickles down my cheek
Of pain that words are unsaid
Upon thy heart
Upon thy mind
Is there room for happiness?
Where I can find.
 
By Melissa Patty
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Butterflies
 
That beautiful butterfly that flies
As it flutters its wings and drifts through the blue blue skies
The wings open and close
As it sits on a thorny rose
As the caterpillar squirms into a cocoon
Resting as it will be transforming soon
When it changes the shell will break
It now time for the awake
As each wing rises high
The time has come for it to begin to fly
They come in all colours and sizes
As they fly to each the flower they become great disguises
Butterfly, fly away
In the opening to the a bright summers day.
 
 
By Melissa Patty
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Close To My Heart
 
So far but so near
As love is crystal clear
Your close beside me all the way
As I want each and every day
 
?You love me in what starts to grow
Is in my heart
I feel it so
 
Close to my heart I hug you tight
All I want is you to turn on the light
Close my heart as I find a key
Is best place to be
 
?I hold on forever
And I will say its true
No matter what
I will always love you
 
Close to my heart, close to wherever I can find my treasure
Close to my heart to find the measure
Close to my heart in all  that will last forever
Close to my heart  and it will be put together
 
??Close to my heart in a whisper to say
Close to my heart to follow you each day
Close to my heart will be close to do
Love is never far away to love you.
 
Melissa Patty
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Conkering Pain
 
May the tears linger into my heart
Slowly but surely I'm falling apart
To know whats left behind
These feelings won't seem to leave my mind
Conkering my inner thoughts
Has left my heart torn and in knots
Cleanse my mind from pain
Give me hope to be happy again.
 
Melissa Patty
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Dance With Me Mummy
 
When we danced together I felt free
It was the most amazing feeling you dancing with me
You turned up the music as loud as it could go
You taught me different styles of dance from fast to slow
I loved gliding across the floor
When you held me close in you arm's is something that I will always adore
Dancing with you was such a beautiful moment that capuated love
When I'm dancing I thinking of you watching me from up above
The moments when we danced to each song
Sharing them memories with you will stay with me forever were they belong
You showed me your love of ballroom dancing to me 
To learn it from my Mum was the most incredible thing I could wish for or see
It was so much fun feeling wild
When she was dancing she always smiled
Dancing with her was a dream come true
That's what I miss is dancing with you
Mum if only could have one more dance
Would be the best wish if I had one more chance
You danced like an angel that still glitters in the sky today
Hold my hand close to her heart and forever dance with me to show me my way
 
By Melissa Patty
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Daughter To Father
 
Nothing compares to the love that we share
Your always in my heart and you know I care
The stars are out shining bright
I know you'll always hug me tight
We've been through everything, throughout it all
I know youll always catch me when I fall
You've taught me what's good and and bad
I love you so much, your an amazing Dad
Again and again the love I have for you
I'll forever hold your hand in whatever I do
I'll walk with you wherever you go
Loving you is forever going to flow
Your the Best Dad I could ever wish
for
I think you have the best heart that I love even more
I hear your call watching each hour tick by
Your always there for me when I need  to cry
I'll give you a kiss that lasts forever
I feel safe when we're together
Having a Dad like you is a treasure of gold
You've given me the best life that I will always hold
Eternally I will love you in every way
You make me smile and bright up my day
I close my eyes to go to sleep
In my heart there's a locket to keep
I'll hug you forever my world in all that I say
This is from your daughter to you as I love you more and more each day.
 
Melissa Patty
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Deaths Shadow
 
Death leave thy presence that lirks around
Of the silence that brings from the coldness of broken sound
Drowned in sorrow of a shattered heart
That's drifted away to forever being so far apart
Take away the pain I hold behold my weakened eyes
For nothing prepares you for the loss of a love one that dies
If only I could have one wish to make this all vansih and disappear
Through the downfall into a cold sorrowful atmosphere
Death leave and close the door
Just can't hold this emotion in anymore
Conceal and protect of thy pain
To help me through my days of strain
Death leaves the emptiness I hold
Is the broken tears I begin to unfold
Take thy hand to lead me through
Is that heaven has open its doors to you
Behind that starry sky
Lies deep in my mind questions why
In all that may come my way
Overshadow me from the darkest journeys each day
Is the pain I hold that ceases on
As I sing a farewell goodbye song
Death be gone from this moment I say
As I forever journey through life day by day
 
By Melissa Patty
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Deep Emotions
 
I wish I could describe the emptiness I feel
To waken to this pain its ever so real
In the journey I've been through
Behind my deepest emotions I really miss you.
 
Melissa Patty
 
Melissa Patty
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Each Day Is A New Day
 
Console my heart
Fix the missing part
Heal my pain and sorrow
Each day is a new day
I wonder whats in store for me tomorrow?
 
Melissa Patty
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Easter Story
 
Its this time of Easter coming to the story
Where God made Jesus in all its glory
A sadness time of shedding the pain
To this as its said again
As Jesus had the Passover meal it passed through
It give the meal a special symbol for me and you
Jesus knew he was going to die
So he told what the meal was going to represent for you and I
The bread was to represent his body that was going to die and to remember him
in a light
The disciples couldn't believe what was happening or in sight
The wine was to represent his blood, the blood that was going to be shed on the
cross
Such a wonderful man that was put to death terrible loss
As Judas wasn't there he betrayed Jesus with a kiss
He was one of the disciples but he took a wrong miss
Jesus was elected to be crucified on the cross that's where he died
But he was perfect in every way he never hurt any one or lied
They hit  him with robes mocked him and put thorns into a crown
Made him like he done something wrong when he wasn't that way around
Nails where put in his feet and hands
Its horrible to think about it as everybody understands 
Put on the cross there he died, Jesus died because to save
He suffered  pain but he forgive
In a tomb lay his body 3 days after, stone was rolled away
Where did it go?
This was something we all know
Mary MacLean looked in the tomb no body to be seen or heard
Only to his voice said one word
Mary ran and she told the  wonderful thing
That this happened to her has she made everyone know and sing
But Thomas was a doubter, he didn't believe that jesus rose from the dead
Until Jesus visited him and then he knew it wasn't something that was just said
So Jesus rose again but he disappeared in a flash to heaven with his Father
As this message we shall all gather
Remember the wonderful things Jesus performed and he died for us to save are
sins and punishment
Only we can do that if  we want to be sent
To a place where a golden mansion of peace and a life of eternal life
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Not suffering or badness or strife
So remember the Easter story and think about The life you want to lead The
Lords is my Shepherd I want to go  that way
Asking  The Lord into your heart is an opening to your prayers each day.
 
Melissa Patty
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Eternal Love
 
Eternal love one more to say
A candle lit for you to pray
Eternal love to follow you and find
Something is not far behind
Eternal love watching from coast to coast
I'll grab that love because it's what I need most
Eternal love when I call
No matter what it will catch me when I fall
Eternal love to flow and see
Is the love I want close to me
Eternal love is time for celebration
As you open your heart to salvation
Eternal love to close your eyes and pray
Something is changing everyday
Eternal love will never stop because this is just the start
This love is special in my heart
Eternal love takes you a long way to go
Love is water yo slide and flow
Eternal love is your guard to stand
For I take the love and hold your hand
Eternal love will keep hold of you from strength to weak
Eternal love is the thing to seek
Eternal love, open your heart to see what's inside
I want to know what to do, not hide
Eternal love means love will give you Eternal love day by day
Love gives you direction in every way
Eternal love is a lovely sensation
And I'll tell the nation
Eternal love I'll walk to that place in the high rays
And I'll jump and sing the praise
Eternal love will stay there in my heart so high
I'll keep that love in my pocket when I die
 
Melissa Patty
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Field Of Hope
 
In the field there lies the yellow budded flower
All in a row full of colour and light
The representation of all the many brave fighters
Who now shine above and beyond the stars tonight
Daffodils stand with strength
And will give you the courage to search for hope
Many hearts have gained the termination
Of when life seems unbearable to cope
In the save arms of Marie Curie
Support and love is given with true grace
I couldn't have asked for more
Knowing my mum fell asleep in such a peaceful place
Of all the dedicated nurses
Who commit their lives to help so many sick day after day
They deserve so much Respect
In everything they do to ensure every patient is cared for in every way
The daffodil is to spread the hope and to remember
Of the ones who lost their battle and the ones who continues to fight through
To battle pain and still show a smile
No matter what is going on they remain so very strong and true
I hold a very special woman in my heart
That forever will be remembered in the field of love
She now wears her daffodil with peace
In the golden field of hope she shines in the heavens above.
 
By Melissa Patty.
 
Melissa Patty
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Forever In My Heart
 
Let the light shine down on my soul
Is the pain I shed I will condole
I wish you were here to see
How much you will always mean to me
My heart is filled with pain
My angel we will one day meet again.
 
Melissa Patty
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Forever She Lives In Me
 
Another year of the endless pain that seeps inside my heart
The journey without you still aches knowing our hands our far apart
If only I could look into your gleaming eyes
Is now I gaze above as she lives in the starry skies
The strength you shown was beyond victory of a true fighter
My mummy bear is forever the one who shines brighter
Each day without you is hard to bare
Is that the emptiness in living hurts knowing your not there
If only I could hold you in my arms tight
And tell you how much I love you and kiss goodnight
Blessed with such a beautiful woman who lived with everything she had
She always smiled no matter if the pain inside was making her hurt and sad
I wish I could tell you how I feel
The reality of knowing your gone is beyond too real
Your memory will be cherished until I will meet you on the other side
Until then I will keep my head and heart high and take each day in my stride
My angel flew high with her wings to the golden place
Wearing her halo in beauty and in grace
I have my mum's memory somewhere I can always find
Deep inside lies beautiful memories of me and her in my mind
Night Night my sleeping beauty, My angel in such a peaceful sleep
Your forever in my dreams and in my heart where your memory will be locked
away of precious keep.
By Melissa Patty
 
Melissa Patty
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Forgive Not Forget
 
Forgive but not forget
Of the misery that I've shed
But still I miss you
Why's is that?
I just can't get you out of my head
 
By Melissa Patty
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Growing Up Without You
 
I wish you could be here to wipe my tears
To help me through all my troubled fears
I wish you were here to watch me grow
And make you proud is all I ever wanted to show
You filled my life with happiness and laughter
Is only in heaven you begin a fresh and peaceful chapter
I wish I could tell you all the stories that I've been through
As each day goes by my life gets lonely without you
Your now shining in the sky and forever watching from up above
As your daughter Im proud to say that I was blessed with an incredible woman
who I will forever and always love.
 
By Melissa Patty
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Heaven Opened Its Gates
 
Heaven open its doors to a beautiful angel on this day
God held her hand as she flew to a place so far away
Today recalls the loss of a true fighter
In the skies above she made the stars shine brighter
My Mum lived her life with every breath she could take
To the many hard decisions and sacrifices she was prepared to make
Day by day as I watched her fight her pain
I hope you will be waiting by the gate and will be in each others arms once again
 
My world was took to the city of angels as she flew high
Time can never heal the scars of saying goodbye
My heart froze as I stepped towards the bed
As I looked at her beautiful face is the word 'wake up' inside my head
In peace you lie and so still you slept
That moment of loss is a pain forever wept
Mum in those fluffy clouds I know your watching above
I hold a very special woman in my heart who I forever and always love
Lord I ask, take care of my mum until I meet her on the other side
These years seem to roll into one as time as grown wide
Although your gone to a better place your home still remains here
I know that whenever I need someone she is always near.
By Melissa Patty
 
Melissa Patty
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I Hold You Close In My Heart ??
 
Sleep my angel above the starry skies
For you are my inspiration through my eyes
Love you forever and forever
May we shall meet again and be together
I hold the most specialist memories with an incredible women who I will always
love
You are shining bright in the heavens above
 
By Melissa Patty
 
Melissa Patty
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If I Could Turn Back Time
 
If I could turn back time, the time that is lost
My heart has broken into pieces
The tears I cry thats cost
My loss has grieved through agony and pain that will shed a tear
Going through this journey
Makes it harder each year
Time would be a miracle if I could rewind the clock
To when my mum was here
Is something that will always be on lock
I find it hard to come to terms were she's here no more
My heart bleeds in pain and its very sore
If I could turn back time she would be in my arms no further apart
Nothing more than I want is
She is deep inside my heart
Its sad shes gone but shes in Gods healing hands
I wouldn't want her in pain
As everybody knows and understands
How she was an incredible mum and she shone on everybody and everything
She made me who I am today
And that is the gift I shall bring
If I could turn back time she would be with me
I love my Mum forever
In everything I hope for and see
My Mum is gone but she remains with me wherever I go wherever I stand
She is with me side by side hand in hand.
 
Melissa Patty
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I'M Lost
 
I'm cold and lost in the dark
I'm in a big open park
As I walk I wonder of where to go
This is a place I don't know
There's no one around
Not even a single sound
A tear hit my eye
When I looked up to the starry star
Which way? ?left OR right?
The street lamp gave me some light
So I went right and struggled through my tears
I was scared of conkering my fears
No street signs to find my way
I don't know what I can do or say
Meanwhile I headed down a long path across that carried on
It was a very narrow road that seemed deserted, everything and everyone was
gone
I saw a street sign saying where my street is
My tummy was filled with butterflies as it started to fizz
My hands were cold like ice
I asked someone and they told me directions and I thought to myself that was
really nice
I ran so fast
At last
I happy that I could just breathe
Never going to leave
I was lost for a long time in the dark
Being lost made me so clueless with a big question mark...?
For now I know I want to keep safe and I'll remember that day I said I'm lost
Because you don't know what's coming around the bend when your life has so
much cost.
 
Melissa Patty
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Inner Minds
 
Throughout our inner minds
Lies deep thoughts that creates reality
To what we thought was real
Of lives humanity
For what we visually see through our eyes
Is people hiding in disguise
 
By Melissa Patty
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Its In Your Dna...
 
Its in your DNA...
 
Individuality is a strong piece of genes
Creating your identity
Of Lives human nature
Its in your DNA...
DNA creates you to grow into an individual
Of many characteristics that will evolve
Branching into thousands of tiny particles
Of lives human nature
Its in your DNA...
 
By Melissa Patty
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Journey Though Life
 
I walk through the shadow of darkness
That redeems my inner soul
For every thing I had is gone
Now I'm left to fix the missing hole
I hold my emotions with pain
Please take this agony away from me
Because its driving me insane
I feel lost in a world were I can't leave
In the all the tears I've cried
Sometimes I wish I could pretend not to believe
Losing my way through pain and strife
Holding onto my thoughts
Of all that's happened in my life
Time would be a miracle if I could put things right
To rewind everything
When happiness is full of delight
Give me the strength to rise above my fears
Walk me through this life
To carry on my journey through these years
As I hold this pain through each day
In everything
I hope it goes away
Purify my heart and mind
In this journey
Happiness is what I hope to find
My life is another page that deepens into words
Give me hope
To push me forwards
As each day I take
I will focus
On what important choices I have to make
 
Thy hold me through my journey,
 
Melissa Patty
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Life Is Full Of Emotions
 
The world seems like one big dream
If only I could wake up from this nightmare and scream
To take all my happiness aside
Living with this pain, there so many tears I've cried
I wish life was easy to live
So many words and emotions I can give
 
Give me strength to find my way
To help me through each and everyday
Life is full of challenges that you face wherever you may be
All I want is to have happiness in my life, I want a happier me!
 
 
Melissa Patty
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Lord I Pray
 
Lord I pray for your guidance
To bring me to a brighter light
Lord I pray to be in your care
Through each day and night
 
Lord i pray to say thankyou for everything you've done
To bring in such a joy to the world of your one and only son
Thankyou for being my friend
In all the pain I've been through I know you'll stay with until the end
 
Lord  i know that youre watching over me from up above
For I will be your follower and show you unconditional love.
 
By Melissa Patty.
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Lost Within Myself
 
I'm not in a place of happiness
Nor even a single bit of common ground
All I hear in my head is a voice
Telling me to to give up and turn around
When will I ever be truly at peace
With how my life is turning out out to be
Is their a light at the end of the tunnel
To make a content and positive me?
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Love Of Friendship
 
F-riendship is as strong as the wind blows
 
R-emembering no matter what friendship is the thing that glows
 
I-n my heart it is filled with friendship throughout the air
 
E-verytime I need someone to talk to they are always there
 
N-omatter what friendship is clear and still
 
D-eep inside my heart having a true friendship is love that I will fill
 
S-o special to have friendship with you whatever or whatever way
 
H-aving that friend that always brightens your day
 
I-n my heart my friends are waiting for me on the other side
 
P-ost the love of friendship through my heart and use it as a guide.
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Memory Hurts
 
I feel broken and bruised
With this pain I have its left me so confused
Where do I start
I'm left with the misery of loss buried in my heart
If only time would have save you, you would be here
When you left you took everything with you and made my heart fade and
disappear
Words can't define how hurt I feel
Waking up to this each day and knowing this is real
The amount of tears I've shed along the way
Is the vision of that sorrowful day
As I lay beside you and give you a kiss
Seeing that beautiful smiling face is what I miss
Saying goodbye was the hardest of all
Knowing you werent ever going to wake up and hear your call
I remember the last sentence you said to me and that was good girl I'm proud of
you
I admire of how of how strong of a women you were in everything you battled
through
The realisation of you gone has left my heart broken
Each year without you has left me an empty space were words can't be spoken
You had so much more to give
To enjoy a happy and healthy life to live
Your at perfect peace in heaven were there's no such thing as pain
I hope we shall reunite and be together once again
Looking above at the starry skies
My love for you is unconditional and it never dies
To have a mum like you is what I call a true inspiration
That is what keeps me going of your courage and termination
I love you my precious and guardian angel, may you forever shine bright
In my heart I hold beautiful memories of an incredible star that is in the skies
tonight
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Moment Of Reflecting
 
Take my discontentment  of blood shed of tears
My heart sinks deeper throughout these empty years
Of solid pain that continues to grow
Is that I miss you more than you ever will know
Goodbye was never an option in my sorrowful mind
Is that you left leaving everything behind
What a  beautiful and terminated woman Ive ever known
I wish I could read you all the stories and how much Ive grown
Not seeing you everyday is hard to define
I was brought into this world from the best mum I could call mine
In heaven and at peace as you shine bright
In my heart Forever and always I hold you tight.
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Mum - I Miss You
 
Mum you were everything that I could wish for or see
You were always there with me
I cry to tears in all that I do
Life is so hard without you
I love you in my heart so deep
Knowing all those memories that I'll keep
You were strong to keep on going
The love for my Mum keeps on flowing
My Mum was an outstanding Mum in all that I'll say
I miss my Mum everyday
My Mum was the stars in my eyes
My Mum is up in heaven above the skies
Time without my Mum  won't heal the missing part
But I know my Mum will always be in a special place, my heart
My Mum was a fighter throughout being so ill
I'll never let go as the love will always fill
Nothing will change what I feel because time apart goes wide
My heart has a picture by my side
May the Lord keep her safe in heaven everyday
My mum is my guardian angel guiding my way
I'll never forget my Mum as I say goodbye
As tears hit my eye
I just want my Mum to come back again
Without my Mum, my heart is bleeding in pain
My Mum always was so caring to everyone, she had a heart of gold
She had such a loving heart in that I hold
The pain was agony which was hard to see
My Mum is in no more pain but she is always beside me
I will always remember her laugh, her cry, her goodness and the way  she
always tried her best
My Mum is sleeping peacefully now she's at rest
Time without her feels like my heart is shrinking into a thousand pieces and I
can't seem to put it back together
One day we will meet again in heaven and live forever
I'll blow my Mum a kiss and say goodbye
I'll never forget my Mum, as I gaze up to the brightest star in the sky
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Mum You Were My Best Friend
 
Mum if only I could say
Just how much I miss you each and everyday
The love for is never going to end
Not only did I lose my mum but I lost a best friend.
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My Best Friend, My Rabbit Snoopy
 
I will never forget that day on 25th September 2009, he was in a tiny box so
cute and small
I couldn't believe my eyes, I was given the best present of all
From that moment o we grew a closer bond day by day
There's nothing I would change about him, hes perfect in every way
He loves to run freely as he noses around
He is very alert if he hears any kind of sound
I've had him since I was 12 years old
Now I'm 19 and I've shared great memories that I will always hold
I couldn't have asked for a better friend who makes me smile hen I'm sad
To have him in my life has been the best gift I've ever had
I love give him cuddles as he rests near my chin
Growing up together has been an incredible journey to begin
He's my absolute world and everything about him I adore
I couldn't imagine my life with him, each day I love him more and more.
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My Guardian Angel
 
Wherever I go, whatever I may do
I know that I'm close to you
In my heart flows so many tears
With the pain inside me through all these years
Forever and forever
One day we shall be together
You are my inspiration through each day
Knowing that your always with me to help and guide me along my way.
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My Mothers Memory Lives On
 
Living each day with an empty space
Is not waking up and seeing your beautiful face
Blessed with a mum that dearly loved my caring dad
She raised me with every breath she had
Give me guidance and strength to grow up strong
Has now I hold my heart high as there in heaven she will belong
Throughout these lonely days that drift to the darkness of night
I wish I can rewind the pages and rewrite
From birth she held me close to her chest
Until her eyes fell deep in a peaceful rest
Her life was filled with memories galore
Longing to hear her voice again and to walk through the door
My mum was a woman of purity and truth
A true inspiration growing from my youth
She smiled without fail as she carried through
I hope one day I will truly become a woman like you
I miss every inch and hour we spent
For every laugh and happy times as they were memories truly meant 
The doors opened as she spread her wings and flew high
Apart of me faded away as my heart now holds the tears I cry
In heaven I hope you always know
How much I love you in which I will continue to show
Although we are so far apart
You forever remain close deep inside my heart
I promise to make you proud in everything that I do
As your daughter I couldn't have asked for such an incredible mum like you
For now is goodbye my angel until we reunite in the promise land
As I glaze into your eyes we will stroll hand in hand
 
By Melissa Patty.
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Never Underestimate Me!
 
This is me
Who I grew up to be
Never judge me with a look
As I am an open book
You may not like me, you may give me a weird stare
But to be honest I am who I am I don't care
I look to the future and try not to think about the past
I'm not going to change for anyone even if I'm last
NEVER underestimate me, take it or leave what's behind
Just treat me with respect and then you'll find
Don't judge on my appearance or anything to do with me
Leave it alone and let it be
NEVER underestimate me, this is me who I am today
As this is what has made me different and I'm proud who I am I'm going my own
way.
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Nothing Prepares You For Pain....
 
Thou I've been feeling at my weakest pont
I need to find a way for my head to anoint
 
Remembering how I used to be
Words can't describe I feel inside of me
 
Its mentally draining to  be trapped in your pain
To defeat what's on your mind drives you insane
 
I wish happiness was easy to find
For the hurt and pain that's round my mind
 
 
- - -As each day goes by, questions go through my mind asking why? Pain is
hard to face, make me feel at peace within myself, where I can live in a happier
place....
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October Blooms
 
This month has now dawned
As we set into the Autumn breeze
Into the dark blustery night
We watch the falling of each leaf be swooped from the trees
 
The leaves lying in a pile
Our Autumn palette brings Red, orange, green and brown
All the leaves are blowing everywhere 
The branches become bare as each leave falls down
 
October brings the month of change
As the temperature drops to cold
We now have to wrap up warm
For the coming months that will unfold
 
Walking in the wet mucky leaves
We hear the crashing of the leaves beneath your feet
October blooms that excitement
Of kicking the leaves of the concrete
 
October blooms a new start
To the change that is coming into place
Autumn holds new beginnings
As you let yourself run free with happiness you dander through the leaves with
the wind blowing in your face
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Our Minds In Words
 
The mind is full of questions that spirals inside our minds
The world is full of influence but we are the one who decides
Through life we discover what's right from wrong
Nobody can choose your path in life as you know where you should belong
Dealing with many barriers that seem to go on for miles
Having strength and determination will lead you back to your smiles
We often think to ourselves Why life is full of destruction?
Without our obstacles we can't rise above the mental obstruction
Our minds may wonder to places that seems so dull and bleak
Finding your inner strength is the most powerful thing to seek
Trusting your own instincts is you following what your heart desires
The mind will do you justice in what your life trulyinspires
Mind overload can overrule your smile and throw away your spark
Don't leave your worries locked away in some place cold and dark
Our minds are tormented with overthinking but the power of strength will win
Nothing is impossible if only you fight from within
Battle through the thorns as your determination will see you through
Hold your head high with your heart open as you take life to a more happier you
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People
 
People laugh and talk
People crawl or walk
People say hello or goodbye
People say the truth or they tell a lie
Some people are happy or maybe sad
People can be good or bad
People have different personilties and faces
People live in all kinds of places
People around the world have different types of skins, white, black or tan
People grow up to become a woman or a man
People say their sorry some say their not
People say I'm thinking of you because their always in their thought
People cry people moan
People know when your scared and feeling alone
People come in all sizes fat or thin
We were all born with sin
People are all different in every way
People are cruel people are kind, that's what we find in this world today
People ask so many questions why
In this world we live and then we die
Now we know that we are not the same
Because you and me and everybody in the world has to respect each other
people are like a candle, a burning candle
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Poetry Through My Eyes
 
The power of imagination adventures into the world of the unknown
Our mind is constantly generating words and forever grown
The word poetry defines in my eyes as my backbone of expressing
Poetry has been my shield and its forever and always a blessing
My thoughts have wrote many stories that I have journeyed through
Poetry fills me with strength to lead me on to pursue
A sense of comfort to know your words can lead to a path that seems
brighter
Nothing feels so relieving when the world on your shoulders can become so much
lighter
Beyond deep I hold the tears, the laughs and the many hard decisions
The passion for poetry would be one of my inner ambitions
My eyes and heart as been fairly opened wide
To know that I will journey through my life having poetry close by my side.
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Questions Of Uncertainty
 
I listen to the voice that echos
‘What is the point'?
To then I think to myself why do I try
Nothing seems to matter
I don't know what to believe, Is everything a lie?
My heart tells me to keep going
My mind is somewhat confused
All I feel is hurt inside
That I'm nothing but convenient to be used
What is the point?
To take the endless pain
To my smile that appears so true
Breaking the chains that has me trapped
As I don't know what my future holds or what I should do
All I want in my life is the happiness
That I once had before
For many emotions no longer mean anything
I ask to be granted peace and contentment once more
These question never stops….echoing
What is the point?
Why do I try?
Can I be happy?
Why is my life turning out to be full of pain?
Is there a way I can change how I feel?
The only way I know is to carry on
To be strong until l can no longer carry my tears
Many questions still left unanswered
I will forever battle my inner demons but matter what will always rise above my
troubled fears.
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R.I.P Mum
 
You were loving and kind
The best Mum you can find
The days we've had together
Those memories will last forever
You were always helping others and making sure they were alright
You were a star and you will always be brightest star in the night
When I found out that you had Cancer I cried and cried until I couldn't cry
anymore
I cried so much that my eyes got very very sore
You gone through pain and you still looked after your family and friend's
The love for my Mum is eternal and just never ends
For 3 years you fighted through treatment and you got through it all
Then it got worse and everything g started to fall
You went into Marie Currie the best place to be
Marie Currie couldnt have helped us enough and that was comforting for me
A couple of weeks in Marie Currie and we all watched you suffer until you
suffered no more
Heaven was waiting for my Mum to open the door
Until that fateful day Tuesday 30th June 2009 you passed away
I will always remember that dreadful day.
You died peacefully in your sleep
Then everybody began to weep
My mum got laid to rest on Friday 3rd July 2009
God couldn't watch my Mum suffer anymore and God said it's time
Rest in Peace Mum
No more suffering because your days in heaven has only begun.
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Rain
 
The pitter patter of the rain
As it falls its hitting of the window pane
Particles of the cold wet drops
The clouds goes grey over the housetops
Feeling miserable of the rain hitting your face
The skies are gloomy and as you walk there's puddles are all over the place
This is the time to use an umbrella to keep dry
No-one likes the rain and asks the reason why
The rain is a key ingredient to help grow crops
Bringing a heathy produce to our supermarkets and shops
Rain can be fun to splash around
With all the puddles lying on the ground
Its nice when your cosy in your house listening to the rain fall
Knowing your not out in the cold is the best feeling of all
Rain goes in a continuous cycle, clouds are, heavy, rain falls, evaporates rain
then continues this process again
In these days remember to wrap up well when the skies opens the Rain!
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Reflection In The Mirror
 
Mirror mirror on the wall
Reflect my life of my rise and fall
Mirror mirror tell me what to do
Mirror mirror is my reflection looking back at you
 
Mirror mirror is the reflection I may see
That is looking right at back me
Mirror mirror reveals the inner image that you show
The reflection is the person you should always know.
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Remembering Things.....
 
Remember to say thankyou and please
Remember to get a tissue when you sneeze
Remember to keep your room tidy and clean
Remember the exciting places you have been
Remember to put the dirty clothes in the washing machine
Remember not to be nasty and mean
Remember to do your homework everyday
Remember to go outside and play
Remember to share
Remember to care
Remember manners at the dinner table
Remember to go out with your friends when able
Remember not to watch the Tv for long
Remember to know what's right and wrong
Remember to help elders and people who are I'll
Remember to pay your bill
Remember to knock the door
Remember to sweep up the floor
Remember to stop, remember to think
Remember to know your limit when you drink
Remember to have fun
Remember to exercise with a good long run
Remember to explore new things
Remember what your life brings
Remember to eat
Remember to sit on a seat
Remember to give nice big hug
Remember to straighten up the rug
Remember these things  wherever you go
This is important things you need to know.
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Remembrance Of The Lives Of True Soldiers Who
Fought For Peace
 
In the field there was poppies that grew
Thy shall reflect on the many brave soldiers that battled through
For the blood shed of agony of constant fight
As they now are the heroes that we will remember for putting things right
The soldiers that fought to their last breath of air
To what left the bodies of bruised and the despair
War of  treacherous disaster and disgrace
Soldiers who fought to create a better and peaceful place
We will remember them for what it took to make this a reality
They put their lives on the line to face their own mortality
In battle as the guns got fired
In remembrance of the soldiers that left their memory truly inspired
The poppy is a symbol,  red to represent the blood shed and the black is to
symbolise  loss that will help us  remember
On that fateful day of the 11th hour, of the 11th day  that falls on  11th month
which is  November
We shall forever Respect the courageous soldiers  that perished
Their memory will never be forgotten it will remain cherished
Lest we for forgetat sorrowful day,  as we wear our poppy with pride
Let us burn a candle of remembrance for all the soldiers who suffered and died.
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Rocky Roads
 
Traveling down the path were lies broken stone
Strolling with baggage that suffocates of what been left alone
Letting the breeze cleanse the coldness of pain
Of the many emotions that may be difficult to explain
The road seems so long and winded with the endless destruction
Mind overload leads to  mental disruption
Lumps and bumps through the journey ahead
Deep thoughts spiral with answers still left unsaid
Through the road of strength to strive through many twists and turns
Letting your inner self be free from scolding burns
Take each step under natures wing
As life is precious to in what it can bring
Walking through many diversions will lead into the path that is right
Always trust your own instinct no matter whats crushing your thoughts in spite
Your life experiences will be rocky and may think there's no way to break free
Being on this road I've learnt to always turn to the path I know whats best for
me
As you begin to get to the end of the road, don't turn back keep looking ahead
Strength has given me a knew sense of direction  which has led me into the path
I now tread.
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Safe In The Arms Of The Angel
 
My angel that twinkles in the sky
As hold you forever in my heart is never goodbye
For you gave me unconditional love
I know your always watching me from up above
Your in peace where's there's no such thing as pain
We shall be together one day be with each other again
Your safe in the arms of angel shining forever bright
In my heart I know that you with me day or night.
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Say A Prayer For Each Day
 
Say a prayer in the morning, say a prayer at night
Say a prayer in the afternoon before the evening light
 
Say a prayer to thank, say a prayer to give people hope
Say a prayer for people who is finding it hard to cope
 
Say a prayer to show love
Say a prayer to those shining up above
 
Say a prayer to open your heart and mind
Say a prayer to help those who seek help for hearing and the blind
 
Say a prayer for those who are sad
Say a prayer that you are grateful for everything you ever had
 
Say a prayer to keep your heart tight
Say a prayer before you rest at night
Say a prayer to help me and to guide me along the way
Say a prayer to give me light through this dark, dark day.
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Sense Of Failure
 
No matter how much I try
Always falls to pieces and I question why
My hope and ambition of achieving great things
Is that sense of failure I feel all my life brings
All i want is to be free from my inner world of pain
To be strong and try again
I know its hard to get back up and start a new foundation
Anything is possible if only I let my wall down with my hurt and frustration
Nothing prepares to be let down especially if its all you desire
Determination is a step that shows you don't give up easy no matter how much it
may require
Although failure takes you a long and confusing  place
Just know that to achieve big failure is an unfortunate step you have to face
 
Failure makes you feel worthless and lost
Its hard but get back up because life comes at so much cost
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Shining Bright In The Sky
 
Your shining bright
Never let me go hold me tight
You are in my heart and mind
You had such a loving heart, so gentle and kind
Missing you hurts, but your in the perfect place
How I miss seeing your beautiful face
In peace shining in the sky
I will always love you, as I look up so high
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Silent Tears
 
Hear the silent echo of the lost and troublesome mind
Is all the anguish has left me frozen as time can never rewind
To erase the scars
In the many tears I've cried 
Through pain and misery
Of all the people who I lost or sorrowfully died
Unleash this silence that haunts the hurt I hold
As now my pain is the book still left untold
Cleanse my heart
Close any wounds that is broken
Of the Endless pain
That words as not yet been spoken
Silence of the cries which is embedded deep
That moment of reflection in times of needed weep
May the light of light shine upon my dark days
For I that I know no-matter what I have strength to guide me forever and always
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Stone Cold
 
You've left and you've took everything with you
Nothing else matters but me feeling trapped
I wish I could understand
How I no longer an hold your hand
Share them special moments of laughter
I dont know if I believe in a happy ever after
I miss you more than words can say
Stone cold of not seeing you everyday
There's nothing left  for me anymore
Feel like just giving up and slamming the door
If words can describe one thing it would be words cannot be put into a
description, Life has its moments were there's nothing left but a broken stone
that has been thrown into the sea. In this living world Is there anything there for
me? Is there something I can say its mine, say the word that I'm happy. I once
was told, to forever long hold, What you have. Life is too short for letting go, Is
the story I now follow my righteous path in what I know. Your gone and my life
goes grey,  I now sink into the shadows and everything fades away. The tune
that I hear in my head, fades into the emotions I continously have read. Does
the world have happiness? Am I ever going to be drained with the endless fear,
of the emptiness I feel each and every year.
Yes I may be hurt but I know I have to be strong, , But its hard.. Lord Keep me
shadowed with your presence of thy grace
Bring fourth  better way of living so I leave for a journey into a happier place....
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Strength Within Me
 
Without you the years have disappeared into sandy dust
Was the courage to be strong was a must
Strength to journey into the unknown
Is how these past years I reflect on how much I've grown
The pain that has been trapped inside
I will raise above and take life in my stride
To them days that seems dull and grey
I forever know that I have the strength to drive me though each and every day
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Summer Rays
 
Sunset of the morning rays
Breaks into the light
Of the fresh summer days
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Sweet Love
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Thank You
 
Thankyou for the day and night
Thankyou there's someone to squeeze me tight
Thankyou for the flowers and trees
Thankyou for the rivers and seas
Thankyou there's something to eat
Thankyou I'm able to stand on my feet
Thankyou for the animals, especially the pets
Thankyou for doctors, nurses and vets
Thankyou for the school I go
Thankyou for teaching me things I don't know
Thankyou I can run outside and play
Thankyou for the love you givee everyday
Thankyou that we get sun, rain and snow
Thankyou for keeping me healthy so I can grow
Thankyou for helping me when things are hard
Thankyou for being my lifeguard
Thankyou I can cry when I'm sad
Thankyou for calming me down when I'm mad
Thankyou that I have a roof over my head
Thankyou that m able to sleep I'm a warm cosy bed
Thankyou for giving me support all
the time
Thankyou for these words that rhyme
Thankyou for giving me a good life and for everything
Thankyou that my life has so much to bring
Thankyou for helping me with my fears
Thankyou for being my shouder to cry on and wiping my tears
Thankyou when this world was made
Thankyou that I'm not invisible so I don't fade.
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The Arts Of The Mind
 
The mind is a powerful device
That creates a vision
In which  whatever path you choose to go
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The Life Of A True Fighter
 
It never gets easier the time we have been apart
Losing the most important woman in my life has left me with an empty heart
For I wish I could look into them eyes and see that beautiful smile
My angel in heaven I hope you know Goodbye is only going to be a short while
I cherish the memories I spent being in her love and care
Going about my day knowing there is always going to be a missing chair
Heaven gained an angel of beauty as she is lighting up the skies with them big
wings that she earned
Everything she valued in my life was to help me grow up with lessons learned
I honor your courage and termination that you showed with strength even when
your body felt weak
True inspiration knowing when life was grey she always remained strong and
fought through the days that were bleak
She never let that drag her down she put up a fight
For I know she is the diamond who makes the skies bright
Been brought into this world with a mum who inspires my heart is truly the
woman I want grow up to be
Although she is not here her memory is locked in my heart where she is not far
away shes always with me.
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The Reality Of Lives Change
 
Facing reality changes your life in a whole new light
I wish I can rewind the chapter over and rewrite
Beyond my broken tears
Holds pain throughout these ongoing years
Wishing for the happiness that I once had
Underneath my smile lies me feeling weak and sad
Can I not be free?
From what lurking deep within me
Through changes of my life
Has left me lost in strife
If only it was easy to wipe it clean
Having an empty space in my heart as left me broken inbetween
Sometimes I don't know were to go
I have to follow my own instincts in which I don't know
Facing life's reality has been thrown in my face
Just want to be a much better me and living in a much happier place.
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The Strength Of Living
 
Dear world
 
Give me the strength that I need, To hold it together I pleed. For I shall hold
what is in my hand is what I know and understand.
'Oh why does life have to be so complicated.
For this world we were born and  my strengths and weakness
may fall, Help me to tackle this even if I'm weak and small.
Thy have mercy and keep me shelter until I fade away
Give me strength to become stronger day by day.
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This Feeling Inside Without You Here
 
Tell me how to stop this pain
It hurts so bad it's driving me insane
I feel lost, I don't know where to go
Everything is tumbling down and my heart stops to flow
Life is tough, Life is unfair
All I want is happiness to love and share
Sometimes I think to myself Why me?
Having this feeling inside is always with me wherever I may be
I miss you dearly
Is the love I have for you is truly sincerely
I wish I had the power to bring you back again
Through these long long years drift by I'm more in pain
You're my angel that shines in the heaven's above
As you're my world who I will always love
Hold me forever tight
Until we meet again upon the golden light
Help me through my journey, help me through my way
I hold all the special memories I have with you to get me through each and
everyday
Heaven as got a special angel that has a very loving heart
Love you millions to the moon and back, I will always know you're with me
wherever I may start
You're my inspiration, you are my diamond in the sky
I miss you in all that I cry
Forever I will hold you in my heart and know that you are watching over me
In my journey through life I will have the most incredible memory of someone
that one day I hope to be.
 
Miss you now, miss you always R.I P Mum x
 
By Melissa Patty
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Throughout The Darkness
 
Throughout the darkness??
 
Beyond the darkest paths I will fear not
As the light will guide me  through what's lurking in my thought
Thy shall not be blinded of life's humanity
To bring forth what's a fairytale and what's life's reality
Long days drift by that holds  despair
As i think to myself  'Why is life so unfair?
Thou shelter me from the life of what's ahead
Purify any anguish that I shed
In the darkest days I shall remember the light
For I know your guiding me through my life day and night.
 
By Melissa Patty.
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To The Most Important Woman
 
Someone so beautiful was swept away
Into the deepest sleep you peacefully lay
On earth your heart was loved so much
Words cant never explain how I long for our hands to touch
You lit each heart that came into your life
As you wedded you made my Dad the happiest man to have married such a
loving wife
My heart goes out to him for filling in the missing role
Raised us with everything he could condole
Beautiful angel in heaven I hope you know that your memory is a crystal that will
shine forever
Until that day arrives we will once again be together
Thank you Mum that you give me a life that was nothing but purity
I wish you were here to journey with me into my full maturity
I may be lost at times but I know I've got a guardian angel to help me through
Locked inside my heart I hold a very special picture with me and you.
 
By Melissa Patty
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Unwanted Pain.
 
Beyond my tears
Holds my inner thoughts
Of unwanted pain.
 
By Melissa Patty
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Welcoming 2016
 
A new year has come
Leaving 2015 and 2016 has begun
Bringing fourth a fresh new start
To have hope and happiness in your heart
May this year be filled with surprises
As the year awakens ands arises
The countdown has the clock strikes twelve its a brand new year
May this time be blessed as its finally here
I hope for a year that brings peace and light
In each day I take hoping it will be bright
I'm thankful to have my health and strength
My heart will guide me in what ever length
2016 holds adventures along the way
Is the new year wew celebrate today
Wishing for a year that gives you purity in living
And the hope of trust and forgiving
May this year hold many good memoires to  hold
As the year begins and starts unfold
The fireworks sparkle with a cheer
Wishing everyone a happy and healthy new year!
 
By Melissa Patty
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What Hurts The Most
 
Hurting inside beyond my fears
I just wish I could hold back all my tears
Your gone, and you took everything
with you
There's a hole in my heart and I don't know what to do
What hurts the most is this feeling I have trapped in my mind
Take me to a better place where happiness I can find.
 
Melissa Patty
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When You  Faded Away
 
One day you were there, the next you faded away
My world was took in an instant that turned bruised and grey
The most strongest woman I knew
As Heaven gained an angel, she flew
Nothing can ever define how much my heart has an empty space
But I know one thing she is not in pain she lives in a peaceful place
What a beautiful women who was loved dearly
Is how she had an incredible heart, that is missed very sincerely
Through each year that passes through
Makes it harder without you
I've lost the most important women in my life that brought me into me into her
heart
No matter were we are, you live in me no far apart
I held your hand and kissed you goodnight
You floated into the air as a star that shines forever bright
In my heart treasures your memory of unconditional love
Stay beside me as I grow from the heavens above
I love you with every breath I I take
I wish you were here to watch every move I make
Goodbye is not forever
For one day we will hold hand hands and journey in heaven together
 
By Melissa Patty
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Will I Ever? ...
 
Will I ever be free from this tormented place
Will I ever be good enough or am I just a doll with a broken face
Will I ever be accepted for who I am and not something they want me to pretend
Will my feelings ever matter or mend?
Will I ever be able to wake up and hope everything was a dream
Will I ever be able to just breakdown and scream
Will I ever be good enough even though I try my best
Will I ever be listened to even if I'm weak and distressed
Will I ever have the answers for the ones that remain oblivious inside my
confused head
Will I ever know of how my words are left unsaid.
 
Melissa Patty
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Wish Upon Your Life
 
Sometimes you wish for my things
For what life offers and brings
Wishing upon a dream
In all that you hold on to extreme
Wishing for peace in the world no more tears or strife
Wishing to have a safe and healthy life
Making a wish may come true
To bring fourth happiness to you
Wishing upon a life ambition
Following your dream is life's true definition
Wishing for your heart to be blessed
Wishing for all the hope and success
In your life many challenges you may face
Be careful of what you wish for in terms of what you can't replace
Wishing upon a thought that spirals round your head
Remembering all the fairytale wishes you ever read
Wishing for your life filled with hope and light
In wishing for all that will give you pure delight
What you want and what you need is two different thoughts
Life has so many consequences that costs
Wishing for something that your passionated about takes courage to believe
Wishing for your dreams is a ladder to the road to achieve.
 
By Melissa Patty
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Within My Deepest Love
 
As I reach at every direction I see
Coming towards my heart fly over me
See wherever I go
Let the burning candle glow
Peace be with you
Your with me whatever I may do
As my heart sinks I feel the pain
Falling deeper down and tumbling again
As I wonder through to find a key
All I want is you to be always with me
Your love within me is powerful to hold your hand
Only you to walk with me wherever I stand
Fly with me, hold me tight
Give me a kiss goodnight
Every step is a walk to the golden place
Only to see your beautiful face
Don't let me go, your alive in me
I love you so much, together we shall find the key.
 
Melissa Patty
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Without You
 
Without you there's no day and night
Without you there's no one to squeeze me tight
Without you there's no sun
Without you there's no fun
Without you I'm lost
Without you there's no cost
Without you I don't understand
Without you I can't hold your hand
Without you there's no clean dishes
Without you there's no hugs and kisses
Without you the clouds go grey
Without you my heart fades away
Without you time ticks by
Without you tears hit me and I cry
Without you words are not the same
Without you candles burn in a flame
Without you I can't close the door
Without you I can't touch the cold floor
Without you life is hard
Without you I have no lifeguard
Without you I wish that I could see
Without you there's a kiss from me
Without you  I would hide
Without you, as long you are with me side by side
 
Melissa Patty
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You Will Never Know
 
If only you knew the truth whats really on my mind
All the pain and emptiness you left behind
There's nothing I can do to make it right
It just seems that there's no hope to fight
You will never know how the pain has been
Of all the tears and misery in-between
It seems on your side it was pain free
Do you have any idea What state you left me?
I guess I was nothing but a worthless mistake
Through my eyes no regrets, but just letting go is a hard decision to make
No one prepares you to lose what you thought was true
You will never know how much I actually miss you
Living day in day out pretending I'm fine
From the heart I was blessed with someone like you that was mine
I guess my thoughts have now been looked away for keep
For everything I've been through is beyond buried deep
There's never going to be a way out
Of the pain and the endless doubt
Is this way things are going to go?
Into the loss and hurt is what Ive grew to know
You will never know what my heart now holds
So much emotions scattered as it unfolds
The truth behind my smile is shadowing my tears
Its the only way I can try to journey through all my weakened fears
I wish you where here but your not, I guess you will never really know how much
you meant to me
Having the memories is what I'll cherish and Always have them wherever I may
be.
 
By Melissa Patty
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Your Life Was Took Away Too Soon
 
Life was took away before I could say my last goodbye
If only I could rewind time’
For the question that spirals round my head is you didn’t deserve to die.’
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Your Once In A Million Dad
 
You are once in a million you are my star
Coming close into your heart is not that far
You make me secure so I can hold you tight
Just to find that special love to fight
Above each and everyday
Comes a special message heading your way
 
Your once in a million, your love surroundings me with pleasure
For giving out love is such a long measure
Deep inside of you freshens each and every ones hearts
Keeping it together so it never departs
Having you in my life makes it brighter to see
I'm so glad your love is always with me
 
Your once in a million, full of the best thing that I truly believe
Opening that is the best thing to receive
Loving you Dad is eternal and it will always flow
Your with me whatever I may do or go
So now you know your an amazing Dad and I'll be there for you whatever  you
do
Hold me and I will forever always love you
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